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Implications of the view that the Implications of the view that the 

CVM is not deliveringCVM is not delivering
�� The EU’s credibility as a transformative power;The EU’s credibility as a transformative power;

�� Bulgaria’s and Romania’s credibility as lawBulgaria’s and Romania’s credibility as law--
abiding EU democracies;abiding EU democracies;

�� Bulgaria’s and Romania’s prospects for a social Bulgaria’s and Romania’s prospects for a social �� Bulgaria’s and Romania’s prospects for a social Bulgaria’s and Romania’s prospects for a social 
and economic catchand economic catch--up up 

�� Further enlargement in general and prospects Further enlargement in general and prospects 
for EU membership of the Western Balkans and for EU membership of the Western Balkans and 
Turkey in particularTurkey in particular



The twofold purpose of the CVMThe twofold purpose of the CVM

�� To reassure Member States and the European To reassure Member States and the European 

Parliament that Bulgaria and Romania will fully Parliament that Bulgaria and Romania will fully 

comply with EU rules and standardscomply with EU rules and standards

�� To guide Bulgaria and Romania in their To guide Bulgaria and Romania in their �� To guide Bulgaria and Romania in their To guide Bulgaria and Romania in their 

preparation for full compliance with EU rules preparation for full compliance with EU rules 

and standards (“allowing Bulgarian citizens to and standards (“allowing Bulgarian citizens to 

reap the full benefits of EU membership”) reap the full benefits of EU membership”) 



The CVM as a sanctioning The CVM as a sanctioning 

mechanism?mechanism?
�� CVM as a postCVM as a post--accession conditionality accession conditionality 
instrumentinstrument

�� Conditionality as a sticksConditionality as a sticks--andand--carrotscarrots--gamegame

�� Unfortunate linkage between the CVM and Art. Unfortunate linkage between the CVM and Art. �� Unfortunate linkage between the CVM and Art. Unfortunate linkage between the CVM and Art. 
36, 37 and 38 of Bulgaria’s and Romania’s 36, 37 and 38 of Bulgaria’s and Romania’s 
Accession Treaty (provisions for safeguard Accession Treaty (provisions for safeguard 
measures)measures)



A nonA non--dual conditionality dual conditionality 

paradigm paradigm 

�� Reactive reinforcement (withholding rewards)Reactive reinforcement (withholding rewards)

�� Coercive reinforcement (inflicting punishment)Coercive reinforcement (inflicting punishment)

�� Supportive reinforcement (giving support); Supportive reinforcement (giving support); 

presupposes constructive cooperation on both presupposes constructive cooperation on both 

sidessides



The CVM and stakeholdersThe CVM and stakeholders

EUEU

�� CommissionCommission

�� CouncilCouncil

�� Individual Member StatesIndividual Member States

BulgariaBulgaria

�� GovernmentGovernment

�� Civil SocietyCivil Society

Individual Member StatesIndividual Member States

�� European ParliamentEuropean Parliament

�� Civil society and mediaCivil society and media



The Bulgarian GovernmentThe Bulgarian Government

Stanishev (2005 Stanishev (2005 –– 2009)2009)

�� Perceived CVM as Perceived CVM as 

humiliation & sanctioning humiliation & sanctioning 

mechanism; wanted CVM mechanism; wanted CVM 

lifted or modifiedlifted or modified

Borissov (2009 Borissov (2009 -- ))

�� Electoral victory on the Electoral victory on the 

ballot of fight against ballot of fight against 

corruptioncorruption

Corruption & organized Corruption & organized lifted or modifiedlifted or modified

�� Threatened the EU that Threatened the EU that 

sanctions could boost sanctions could boost 

extremists & Euroscepticismextremists & Euroscepticism

�� Neglected problems with Neglected problems with 

corruption & org. crime corruption & org. crime 

�� Lack of cooperation with the Lack of cooperation with the 

CommissionCommission

�� Corruption & organized Corruption & organized 

crime are not any longer crime are not any longer 

neglectedneglected

�� Positive assessment of the Positive assessment of the 

CVM  CVM  

�� Constructive cooperation Constructive cooperation 

with the Commissionwith the Commission



Bulgarian Civil Society  Bulgarian Civil Society  

�� CVM reports and Commission’s actions were CVM reports and Commission’s actions were 

perceived as justified and not as “sanctions” perceived as justified and not as “sanctions” 

targeted at Bulgarians in general but rather at the targeted at Bulgarians in general but rather at the 

government;government;government;government;

�� Broad Support for EU’s criticism and freezing Broad Support for EU’s criticism and freezing 

of financial fundsof financial funds

�� Political “sanctioning” of the Stanishev Political “sanctioning” of the Stanishev 

government in the 2009 general lectionsgovernment in the 2009 general lections



The Effectiveness of the CVMThe Effectiveness of the CVM
At the level of At the level of 

governmentgovernment

�� Not effective with the Not effective with the 

Stanishev governmentStanishev government

At the level of civil At the level of civil 

societysociety

�� Civil society became a real Civil society became a real 

stakeholder in Bulgaria’s EU stakeholder in Bulgaria’s EU 

membershipmembership

The generally vague antiThe generally vague anti--�� Good prospects for Good prospects for 

effectiveness on the basis of effectiveness on the basis of 

constructive cooperation constructive cooperation 

between the Borissov between the Borissov 

government and the EUgovernment and the EU

�� The generally vague antiThe generally vague anti--

corruption rhetoric got real corruption rhetoric got real 

substance (‘conflict of substance (‘conflict of 

interest’ and ‘public interest’ and ‘public 

procurement’ issues)procurement’ issues)

�� Raised public awareness of Raised public awareness of 

and intolerance towards and intolerance towards 

corruption corruption 

�� “sandwich game”“sandwich game”



Preconditions for the Preconditions for the 

Effectiveness of the CVMEffectiveness of the CVM

�� Understanding that EU membership is not the Understanding that EU membership is not the 

end of the longer Europeanisation road end of the longer Europeanisation road 

�� Political will of the governments in new Member Political will of the governments in new Member 

StatesStatesStatesStates

�� Involvement of civil society in the Involvement of civil society in the 

Europeanisation of the new Member StatesEuropeanisation of the new Member States

�� Understanding postUnderstanding post--accession benchmarks as accession benchmarks as 

instruments for granting supportinstruments for granting support



CVM in the process of further CVM in the process of further 

enlargement?  enlargement?  

YESYES


